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lrrrr.. The propositions to be included in this list are the
l l l l .t*1nt'

Chopter2
A Defence of Common Sense
(td. t J )
IN wnar FoLLows I have merely tried to state, one by one,
some of the most important poinis in which my philosophical
position differs from'positions which have been taken up by
io,lne other philosophers.It may be that the points which I
have had room to mention are not really the most important'
and possibly some of them may be points as to which no
philosopher'hasever really differedfro,rype. But, to the bcst
each is a point as to which many have-really
ff
(in m^ostcases,at all events) each is also
-y'belief,
although
differed;
a point as to which many have agreedwith me.
t. tne first point is a point which embracesa great many
other points. a"A it is one which I cannot state as clearly as
I wish to state it, excePtat st
going to use for stating it is
enunciating,under the headi:
propositions,which may seer
truisms as not to be worth sta
propositions, every one of rl
know, with certainty, to be tru
ing (2), state a single propositionwhich makes an assertion
ab"ouia'whole set of clissesof propositioas-snsl classbeing
defined, as the class consisthig of a[ propositions whicb
resembleone of the propositionsin ( 1) in a certain respect'
(2), therefore, is a proposition which could not be stated,
uoiit tt. list oi propositionsin ( I ), or some similar list, had
already been giieni (2) is itself a proposition which may
seemsuch an 6bvious'truism as not to be worth stating: and
it is also a proposition which (in my own opinion) | know,
it is, to the best
with certainiy,io be true. But, nevertheless,
of my belief, a proposition with regard to which many phi'
losophershave, for different reasons,differed from me; even
it tli"y have not directly denied (2) itself, they have held
viewsincompatible with it. My first point, then, may be said
to be that (2), together with all iG implications, some of
which I shall expresslymention, is true.
(1) I begin,ihen,-with my list of truisms,every one ot
wnlcn (n ity own opinion) | know, with certaiaty, to bo
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'l lrcrc exists at present a living
human body, which is my
lrrrlly.1'hir body was born at a certain time in the past, and
lrrr,rt:xistedcontinuouslyever since,though not without under1,'irrllchanges;it was, for instance,much smallerwhen it was
lro111,
"p6 for sometime afterwards,than it is now. Ever since
ll rvrrsborn, it has been either in contactwith or not far from
llr(. srrrfaceof the earth; and, at every moment since it was
lrorrr, thcre have also existedmany other things,having shape
rurrrlsizo in three dimensions(in the same familiar sensein
u'lrit'lrit has), from which it has beenat various distances(in
tlrr' lrrnriliarsensein which it is now at a distanceboth from
llr;rt nr:lntelpieceand from that bookcase,and at a greater
rlinl;rnccfrom the bookcasethan it is from the mantelpiece);
rulrrrllvglshave (very often, at all events) existedsome other
ffrirrgsof this kind with which it was in contact (in the
llrrriliirr sensein which it is now in contactwith the pen I am
h,rhlirrgin my right hand and with some of the clotles I am
wr'rrrirrg).Among the thingswhich have, in this sense,formed
f'nrl ()l its environment(i.e. have been either in contact with
lf , rrr rrt.rone distancefrom it, however great) there have, at
$v,.ry rnoment since its birth, been large numbers of other
llvlrrg human bodies,each of which hasl fike it, (a) at some
llrrrohccn born, (D) continuedto exist from some time after
lrhtlr. (c) been,at every moment of its life after birth, either
It r'orrtactwith or not far from the surfaceof the earth; and
rrury o[ thesebodieshave already died and ceasedto exist,
llrrt tlrt:carth had existedalso for many yearsbefore my body
$na lrtrrn; and for many of these years, also, large numbers
ll lrrrnr:rnbodieshad, at every moment, been alive upon it;
rrrrl nrirnyof thesebodieshad died and ceasedto exist before
ll u'rrslrorn. Finally (to come to a different class of proposil[,rrr), I am a human being, and I have, at different times
rlr' r. nry body was born, had many different experiences,of
r',rrlr ,rl rnanydifferentkinds: e.g. I have often perceivedboth
rrl, ,,wrr body and other things which formed part of its envlrr,r1111-'111,
including other human bodies;I have not only
l,'rr,'rv(.(lthings of this kind, but have also observedfacts
dlr'rut tlrenl, such as, for instance,the fact which I am now
r'l'r''rving, that that mantelpieceis at present Dearer to my
lr.rly lll;111
that bookcase;I have been aware of other facts,
rrlrr,lr I rvusnot at the time observhg, such as, for instance,
{lr, l,rr't, o{ which I am now aware, that my body existed
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each of us has frequently known with regard to himself and
some other time the different but corresponding proposition,
which he could then have properly eipressed by, .,There
exists a/ present a human body which is rny body'l just as f
know "Many human bodies other than mine have before now
lived on the earth," so each of us has frequently known the
difterent but correspondingproposition "Miny human bodies
other than mine have before now lived on the earth"; just as
1 know "Many human beings other than myself have before
now perceived, and dreamed, and felt," so each of zs has
fre_quentlyknown the different but corresponding proposition
"Many human beings other than myselj have before now
perceived,and dreamed, and felt"; and so on, in the case of

different kinds.
(2) I now come to the single truism which, as will be seen'
could not be stated except b-y reference to the whole list of
truisms, just given in (1). This truism also (in my -own
opinion)'I kiow, with'certainty to be true; and it is as
propositionsin (1)-a difierent correspondingproposition, of
course,at each of the times at which he knew such a proposition to be true.

maintaining, in short, that all the propositions in (1), and
also many propositions corresponding to each of these, are
wholly true; I am assertingthis in asserting (2). And hence
any philosopher, who does in fact believe, with regard to any
or all of these classesof propositions, that every proposition
of the class in question is partially false, is, in faci, disagree-
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ing with me aDd holding a view incompatible with (2), even
though he may think himself justified in sayingthat he believes
some propositions belonging to all of these classesto be
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And the second point is this. Some philosopheri seem to
have thought it legitimate to use such expressionsas, e.g. "The
earth has existed for many years past," as if they expressed
something which they really believed, when in fact they
believe that every proposition, which such an expression
wouldordinarily be understoodto express,is, at least partially'
false; and alt they really believe is that there is some other
set of propositions, related in a certain way to those which
such expressionsdo actually express, which, unlike these,
really are true. That is to say, they use the expression"The
earth has existed for many years past" to express'not what it
would ordinarily be understood to express,btrt the proposition
that some proposition, related to this in a certain way, is true;
when all the time they believe that the proposition, which this
expressionwould ordinarily be understoodto express,is, at least
partially, false. I wish, therefore, to make it quite plain that I
was not using the expressionsI used in (1) in any such subtle
sense.I meant by each of them preciselywhat every reader, in
reading them, will have understood me to mean. And any philosopher, therefore, who holds that any of these expressions,if
understood in this popular manner, expressesa proposition
which embodies some popular error, is disagreeing with me
and holding a view incompatible with (2), even though he
may hold that there is some other, true, proposition which
the expression in question might be legitimately used to
express.
In what I have just said, I have assumedthat there is some
msaning which is the ordinary or popular psnning of such
expressions as "The earth has existed for many years past."
And this, I am afraid, is an assumptionwhich some philosophers are capable of disputing. They seem to think that the
question "Do you believe that the earth has existed for many
years past?" is not a plain question, such as should be met
either by a plain "Yes" or "No," or by a plain "I ca4't make
pp my mind," but is the sort of question which can be prop-i:rly met by: "It all dependson what you mean by 'the earth'
and 'exists' and 'years': if you mean so and so, and so and
so, and so and so, then I do; but if you mean so and so, and so
and so, and so and so, or so and so, and so and so, and
so and so, or so aad so, and so and so, and so and so, then

nobody can have known any propositions of that class to be
true, and therefore that we cannot have known to be true
propositions belonging ta each of these classes.And my first
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I have just introduced,namely,
.._flt qn: four expressions
"Material thingsare not real,,' ..Spaieis not real," .Time is
not real," "The Self is not real," are, I tbink, unlike the ex-

AII suchviews,whethslinsemFatiblewith all of.thepropositionsin (1), or only with somi of.them, seemsto mJ to be
quite certainly false; and I rhink the following points are
speciallydeservingof noticewith regardto them:
(a) lf. any of the classesof propositionsin (2) is suchthat
no propositionof that classis true, then no philosopherhas
ever existed,and thereforenone can ever have held with
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regard to any such class, that no proposition belonging to it
is true. In other words, the proposition that some propositions
belonging to each of these classesare true is a proposition
which has the peculiarity, that, if any philosopher has ever
denied it, it follows from the fact that he has denied it, that
he must have been wrong in denying it. For when I speak of
"philosophers" I mean, of course (as we all do), exclusively
philosophers who have been human beings, with human
bodiesthat have lived upon the earth, and who have at different times had many different experiences. If, therefore, there
have been any philosophers,there have been human beings
of this class; and if there have been human beings of this
class, all the rest of what is assertedin (1) is certainly true
too. A:ry view, therefore, incompatible with the proposition
that many propositions correspondingto each of the proposi'
tions in ( 1) are true, can only be true, on the hypothesisthat
no philosopher has ever held any such view. It follows, therefore, that, in considering whether this proposition is true, I
cannot consistently regard the fact that many philosophers,
whom I respect,have, to the best of my belief, held views in'
compatible with it, as having any weight at all against it.
Since, if I know that they have held such views, I am, ipso
lacto, knowing that they were mistaken; and, if I have no
reason to believe that the proposition in question is true, I
have still less reason to believe that they have held views incompatible with it; since I am more certain that they have
existed and held some views, i.e. that the proposition in question is true, than that they have held any views incompatible
with it.

has done the thing in question, but that very many other
human beings, who have had bodies and' Iived. upon the
earth, have done the same. The fact is, of course, that all
philosophers have belongcd to the class of human beings
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which exists only if (2) be true: that is to san to the classof
human beings who have frequenfly known propositions corresponding to each of the propositions in (1). In holding views
incompatible with the proposition that propositions of all
these classes are true, they have, therefore, been holding
views inconsistent with propositions which they themselves
knew to be true; and it was, therefore, only to be expected
that they should sometimes betray their knowledge of such
propositions. The strange thing is that philosophers should
have been able to hold sincerely, as part of their philosophical
creed propositions inconsistent with what they themselves
knew to be true; and yet, so far as I can make out, this has
really frequently happened. My position, therefore, on this first
point, differs from that of philosophers belonging to this group
A, not in that I hold anything which they don't hold, but only
in that I don't hold, as part of my philosophical creed, things
which they do hold as part of theirs-that is to say, propositions inconsistent with some which they and I both hold
in common. But this difference seems to mc to be an important one.
(c) Some of these philosophers have brought forward, in
favour of their position, arguments designedto show, in the
caseof some or all of the propositions in (1), that no propositions of that type can possibly be wholly true, becauseevery
such proposition entails both of two incompatible propositions. And I admit, of course, that if any of the propositions
in (1) did entail both of two incompafible propositions it
could not be true. But it seems to me I have an absolutely
conclusive argument to show that none of them does entail
both of two incompatible propositiong. Namely this: All of
the propositions in (1) are true; no true proposition entails
both of two incompatible propositions; therefore, none of the
propositions in (1) entails both of two incompatible propo'
sitions.
(d) Although, as I h'ave urged, no philosopher who has
held with regard to any of these types of proposition that no
propositions of that type are true, has failed to hold also other
views inconsistent with his view in this respect' yet I do not
think that the view, with regard to any or all of these types,
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of my view that none of these things,-which might have been
the case, l's in fact the case, I have, I think, no better argument than simply this-namely, that all the propositions in
(1) are, in fact, true.
'
b. fnit view, which is usually considered a much more
modest view than A, has, I think, the defect that, unlike A'
it really is self-contradictory,i'e. entails both of two mutually

confidence that these beliefs are beliefs of Common Sensg
and seemsoften to fail to notice tbat, il they are, they
be true; since the proposition that they are beliefs of
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r.,rrllr had existed for many years before I was born, I cerl'rrnly only know this because I have known other things in
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the past which were evidence for it. A-nd I certainly do not
hnow exactly what the evidencewas. Yet all this seemsto me
to be no good reason for doubting that I do know it. We are
all, I think, in this strange position that we do know many
thilgs, with regard to which we know further that we must
have had evidence for them, and yet we do not know how
we know them, i.e. we do not know what the evidencewas.
If there is any "we," and if we know that there is, this must
be so: for that there is a "we" is one of the things in question.
And that I do know that tlere is a "we," that is to say, that
many other human beings, with human bodies, have lived
upon the earth, it seemsto me that I do know, for certain.
If this first point in my philosophical position, namely my
belief in (2), is to be given any name,which has actuallybeen
used by philosophers in classifying the positions of other
philosophers,it would have, I think, to be expressedby saying that I am one of those philosophers who have held that
the "Common Senseview of the world" is, in certain fundamental features, wholly true. But it must be remembered
that, according to me, a// philosophers, without exception,
have agreed with me in holding this: and that the real difference, which is commonly expressedin this way, is only a
difference between those philosophers, who have a/so held
views inconsistentwith these features in "the Common Senso
view of the world," and those who have not.
The features in question (namely, propositions of any of
the classesdefined in defining (2)) are all of them features,
which have this peculiar property-namely, that il we know
that they are leatures in the "Common Sense view ol thc
world," it lollows that they are true: it is self-contradictory to
maintain that we know them to be features in the Commo!'
Senseview, and that yet they are not true; since to say that
ure know this, is to say that they are true. And many of thed
also have the further peculiar property tbat, if they
leatures in the Common Sense view ol the world (wht
"we" know this or not), it lollows that they are true, si
to. say that there is a "Common Senseview of the world,"
tci say that they are true. The pbrases "Common Sensev
of the world" or "Common Sensebeliefs" (as used by 1
losophers) are, of course, extraordinarily vague; and, for
I know, there may be many propositions which may be
erly called features in "the Common Senseview of the r
or "Common Sensebeliefs," which are not true, and
deserveto be mentioned with the contempt with which
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tical fact,', I can only explain
:amples. I mean by.;,physical
"That mantelpiece is at presbookcaseisr', .,The earth has
le mooD has at every moment
to the earth than to the sun,,,
llour." But, when I say ,,facL
facts like them in a'certaii
s I can:rot define. The term
)mmon use; and I think that
:nse. Moreover, there is no
point clear; since amopg 1foe
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examples I have given there are some with regard to which
I holi that there is no re.rsonto suPposethem (i'e' these pariicutar physical facts) either togically or causally dependent

I call such facts, facts of class (o).

Igave, nagell th".f""t"th:1,11T
(F) The secondexample-

seefi! somett'i"g now, ij obviously related,to the fact that
a- c-onsciousnow in a peculiar manner. It not only
the fact that I am conscious now (for from the fact that
am seeing se6efhing it lollows that I am conscious: I
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"There is occurring now an event which has this qroperty
(i.e. 'is an experience') and which is an experienceof mine,"
and such thal this fact is what he expressesby "I am conscious now." And if this view is true, there must be many
facts of each of three kinds, each of which I should wish to
48 /
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possibility that, if there are "experiences,,,there might be expcrienceswhich did not belong to any individual; and, in that
cuse, there would be "mental facts" which were neither
Idcn-ticalwith nor logically dependenton any fact of class (o)
or class(B).
(c) Finally some philosophers have, so far as I can make
out, held that there are or may be facts which are facts qdth

I have, then, defined tbree different kinds sf facts, each of
which is such that, if there were ary facts of that kind 13s
thcre certainly are, in the case of the first kind), the facts in
rlttcstion would be "mental facts" in my sense;and to complcte the definition of the limited sensein which I am using
"nrental facts," I have only to add that I wish also to apply
lhc name to one lourth class of facts: namely to any fact,
which is the fact, with regard to any of these three kinds
o[ facts, or any kinds included in them, that there are lacts ol
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the kind in question; i.e. not only will each individual fact of
class (a) be, in my sense,a "mental fact," but also the general
fact "that there are facts of class (a)," will itself be a "mental
fact"; and similarly in all other cases: e.g. not only will the
fact that I am now perceiving (which is a fact of class (B) )
be a "mental fact," but also the general fact that there are
facts, with regard to individuals and times, to the effect that
the individual in question is perceiving at the time in ques'
tion, will be a "mental fact."
A. Understanding "physical fact" and "mental fact" in thc
sensesjust explained, I hold, then, that there is no good
ieason to suppose that every physical fact is logically de'
pendent upon some mental fact. And I use the phrase, with
regard to two facts, F, and Fr, "F, is logically dependenton
Fr," wherever and only where F, entails F2, either in the sense
in which the proposition "I em seeingnow" entalls tbe proPosition "f a- conicious now," or the proposition (with regard
to any particular thing) "This is red" entails the proposition
(with regard to the same thing) "This is coloured," or else
in the more stricfly logical sensein which (for instance) the
conjunctive proposition "All men are mortal, and Mr. Baldwin
is a man" entails the proposition "Mr. Baldwin is mortal." To
say, then, of two facts, F, and Fr, that F, is nor logically
dependentupon F, is only to say that F, might have been a
fact, even if there had been no such fact as Fr; or that the
conjunctive proposition "F, is a fact, but there is no such
fact as Fr" is a proposition which is not self-contradictory,i.e.
does not entail both of two mutually incompatible proposi'
tions.
I hold, then, that, in the case of some physical facts, there

reason to suppose that there is any mental fact whatever'
such that the fact that that mantelpiece is at present nearer
to my body thfh that bookcase could not have been a fac\
unlessthe mental fact in question had also been a fact; andt
similarly, in all the other three cases.
In holding this I am certainly differing from some phi'
losophers. f am, for instance, differing from Berkeley, who
held that that mantelpiece,that bookcase,and my body are'
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all of them, either "ideas" or "constituted by ideas," and that
no "idea" can possibly exist without being perceived.He held,
that is, that this physical fact is logically dependent upon a
mental fact of my fourth class: namely a fact which is the
fact that there is at least one fact which is a fact with regard
to an individual and the present time, to the effect that that
individual is now perceiving something. He does not say that
this physical fact is logically dependentupon any fact which
is a fact of any of my first three classes,e.g. on any fact
which is tle fac't, with regard to a particular individual and
the present '"ne, that tftat individual is now perceiving some.
thing: what he doessay is that the physical fact couldn't have
been a fact, unless it had been a fact that there was sorne
mental fact of tlis sort. And it seemsto me that many philosophers,who would perhaps disagreeeither with Berkeley's
nssumption that my body is an "idea" or "constituted by
ldeas,"or with his assumptionthat "ideas" cannot exist without being perceived, or with both, nevertheless would agree
with him in thinking that this physical fact is logically depcndent upon some "mental fact": e.g. they might say that
It could not have been a fact, unless there had been, at some
lime or other, or, were timclessly, some "experience." MoDy,
fndeed,so far as I can make out, have held that every fact is
logically dependenton every other fact. And, of course, they
have held in the case of their opinions, as Berkeley did in
lhc caseof his, that they had good reason$for them.
B. I also hold that there is no good reiuon to supposethat
ruery physical fact is causally dependent upon some mental
lrrct. By sayrng that F, is causally dependent on F' I mean
only that F, wouldn't have been a fact unless F, had been;
lor (which is what 'logically dependenf' asserts) that F,
couldn't conceivably have beeu a fact, unless F, had been.
And I can illustrate my meaning by reference to the example
wlrich I have just given. The fact that that mantelpiece is at
presentnearer to my body than that bookcase,is (as I have
frrst explained) so far as I can see, not logically dependent
rfpon any mental fact; it mighthave been a fact, even if there
lrrrd been no mental facts. But i1 sgrtainly is causally ds
pendent on many mental facts: my body would not have been
hcre unless I had been consciousin various ways in the-past;
rrrrdthe mantelpiece and the bookcase certainly would not
lurvc existed, unless other men had been conscious too.
Ilut with regard to two of the facts, which I gave as inrlnnces of physical facts, namely the fact that the earth has
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existed for many years pasl and the fact that the moon has
for many years past been nearer to the earth than to the sun,
I hold that there is no good reason to suppose that these are
causally dependent upon any mental fact. So far as I can see,
there is no reason to suppose that there is any mental fact
of which it could be truly said: unless this fact had been a
fact, the earth would not have existed for many years past.
And in holding this, again, I think I differ from some philosophers. I differ, for instance, from those who have held
that all material things were created by God" and that they
had good reasons for supposing this.
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analysis of them, as regards certain important points, which
comes anywhere near to being certainly true.

IIf. I have just explained that I differ from those philosophers who have held that there is good reasonto supposethat

material things.
And similarly, whereas some philosophers have held that
there is good reason to suppose that we, human beings, shall
continue to exist and to be conscious after the death of our
bodies, I hold that there is no good reason to supposethis.

analysis of such propositions is. And this is a matter as to
which I think I differ from many philosophers.Many seemto
hold that there is no doubt at all as to their analysis, n.or,
therefore, as to the analysis of the proposition "Material
things have existed," in certain respects in which I hold that
the,:'analysis of the propositions in question is extremely
doubtful; and some of them, as we have seen, while holding
that there is no doubt as to their analysls, seem to have
doubted whether any such propositions are true. I, on thc
other hand, while holding that there is no doubt whatever
that many such propositions are wholly true, hold also that
no philosopher, hitherto, has succeeded in suggesting an

things are and as to what it is to perceive them, have attempted to grve a clear account as to what precisely they
ryppose themselvesto know (or to judge, in case they have
held that we don't know any such propositions to be true, or
even that no such propositions are true) when they know or
judge such things as "This is a hand," "That is the sun," "This
is a dog," etc, etc. etc.
1'q/s things only seem to me Jo be quite certain about the

is a subject (and, in a certain sense,the principal or ultimate
subject) of ttre proposition in question, and, (2) that, nevertheless,what I am knowi:rg or judging to be true about this
sense-datumis not (in general) that it is itsell a hand, or a
dog, or the sun, etc. etc., as the case may be.
Some philosophers have I think doubted whether there are
any such things as other philosophers have meant by "sensedata" or "sensa." And I think it is quite possible that some
philosophers (including myself, in the past) have used these
terms in sensessuch that it is really doubtful whether there
are any such things. But there is no doubt at all that there
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are sense-data,in the sensein which I am now using that
term. I am at present seeing a great number of them, and
feeling otlers. And in order to point out to the reader what
I needonly ask him to look
sort of things I mean by sense-data,
look at his own right hand. If he doesthis he will be able to pick
out something (and, unless he is seeing double, only one
thing) with regard to which he will see that it is, at first sight
a natural view to take that that thing is identical, not, indeed,
with his whole right hand, but with that part of its surface
which he is actually seeing,but will also (on a little reflection)
be able to see that it is doubtful whether it can be identical
with the part of the surface of his hand in question. Things
ol the sort (in a certain respect) of which this thing is"
which he sees in looking at his hand, and with regard to
which he can understandhow some philosophersshould have
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. This is,the.question to which, as it seemsto me, no philosopher has hitherto suggestedan answer which comes anywhere near to being certainly trae.
There seem to me to be three, and only three, alternative
typesof answer possible; and to any answer yet suggested,of
o.nyof these fires, there seem to me to be very grave objeclrons.
(1) Of the frst type, there is but one answer: namely, that
in this casewhat I am knowing really is that the sense-datum
Itsell is part of the surface of a human hand. In other words
that, though I don't perceive my hand directly, I do directly
perceivepart of its surface; that the sense-datumitself is this
part of its surface and not merely something which (in a
sense yet to be determined) "represents" this part of its
surface; and that hence the sensein which I "perceive" this
part of the surface of my hand, is not in its turn a sensewhich
needsto be defined by reference to yet a third more ultimate
senseof "perceive," which is the only one in which perception
is direct, namely that in which I perceive the sense-datum.
If this view is true (as I think it may just possibly be), it
Beemsto me certain that we must abandon a view which has
been held to be certainly true by most philosophers, namely
the view that our sense-dataalways really have the qualities
which they sensibly appear to us to have. For I k-now that if
tnother man werc looking through e microscope at the same
surface which I am seeing with the naked eye, the sensedatum which he saw would sensibly appear to him to have
qualities very different from and incompatible with those
which my sense-datumsensibly appears to me to have: and
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yet, if my sense-datumis identical ivith the surface we
both of us seeing,his must be identical with it also. My
datt'n can, therefore, be identical with this surface only
condition that it is identical with his sense-datum;and, si
his sense-datttm.
sensibly appearsto him to have qualities
compatible with those which mine sensibly appears to
to havg his sense-datrrmcan be identical with mine only
condition that the sense-datum in question either has not
the qualities which it sensibly appears to me to have, or
not got those which it sensibly appearsto him to have.
I do not, however, think that this is a fatal objectior
this first type of view. A far more serious objection seems
me to be that, when we see a thing double (have what
called "a double image" of it), we certainly have two
data each of which is ol the surface seen, and which
therefore both be identical with it; and that yet it seemsas
if any sense-datumis ever identical with the surface ol
it is a sense-datum,each of these so+alled "images" must
so. It looks, therefore, as if every sense-datumis, after
only 'tepresentative" of the surface, ol which it is a
datum.
(2) But, if so, what relation has it to the surface in
tion?
This second type of view is one which holds that when
know "This i. piit of the surface of a human hand" what
am knowing with regard to the sense-datumwhich is ol
surface, is, not that lt is itsell part of the surface of a ht
hand, but something of the following kind' There is, it
some relation R, such that what I am knowing with r
to the sense-datumis either "There is one thing and only
thing, of which it is true both that it is a part of the surf
of a human hand, and that it has R to thir sense-datum,"
else "There are a set of things, of which it is true both
that set, taken collectively, are part of the surface of a hr
hand, and also that each member of the set has R to
sense-datum,and that nothing which is not a mernber of
set has R to it."
Obviously, in the case of this second type' many difi
vlews are possible, differing according to the- view they

as to whaf the relation R is. But there is only one of
which seemsto me to have any plausibility; namely that
holds that R is an ultimate and unanalysablerelation,
might be expressedby saying that "xRy" means the
as "y

is an appearance or manifestation

of x'"
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analysiswhich this answer would give of "This is part of the
surface of a human hand" would be "There is one and onlv
one thing of which it is true both that it is part of the surfacl
of a hrrman hand, and that this sense-datumis an appearance
or manifestation of it."
To this view also there seem to me to be very grave objections, chiefly drawn from a considerationof the questionshow
we can possibly know with regard to any of our sense-data
that there is one thing and one thing only which has to them
such a supposedultimate relation; and how, if we do, we can
possibly know anythtng further about such things, e.g. of
what size or shapethey are.
(3) The third type of answer,which seemsto me to be tho
only possible alternative if (1) and (2) are rejected, is the
type of answer which J. S. Mill seemsto have been implying
to be the true one when he said that material things are
"permanent possibilities of sensation." He seems to have
thought that when I know such a fact as "This is part of the
surface of a human hand," what I am knowing with regard
to ttre sense-datumwhich is the principal subject of that fact,
is not that it is itself part of the surface of a human hand,
nor yet, with regard to any relation, that the thing which has
to it that relation is part of the surface of a human hand, but
a whole set of hypothetical facts each of which is a fact of
the form "If theseconditions had been fulfilled, I should have
been perceiving a sense-datum intrinsically related to this
sense-datumin this way," "If these (other) conditions had
been fulfilled, I should have been perceiving a sense-datum
intrinsically related to this sqnse-datumrn this (other) way,"
etc. etc.
With regard to this third type of view as to the analysis of
propositions of the kind we are considering, it seemsto me,
again, just possible that it is a true one; but to hold (as Mill
himself and others seem to have held) that it is certainly, or
nearly certainly, true, seemsto me as great a mistake, as to
hold with regard either to (1) or to (2), that they are certainly, or nearly certainly, true, There seem to me to be
very grave objections to it; in particular the three, (a) that
though, in general, when I know such a fact as "This is a
hand," I pertainly do know some hypothetical facts of the
form "If these conditions had been fulfilled, I should have
beenperceiving a sense-datumof. this kind, which would have
been a sense-datumof the same surface of which this is a
sense-datum,"it seemsdoubtful whether any conditions with
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regard to which I know this are not themselves conditions of
the form "If this and that material thing tlad been in those
positions and conditions . . . ," (D) that it seemsagain very
doubtful whether there is any intrinsic relation, such that my
knowledge that (under these conditions) I should have been
perceiving a sense-datumof this kind, which would have been
a sense-datumof the same surface of which /ftis is a sensedatum, is equivalent to a knowledge, with regard to that relation, that I should, under those conditions, have been
perceiving a sense-datumrelated by it to /rrs sense-datum,and
(c) that, if it were true, the sensein which a material surface
is "round" or "square," would necessarilybe utterly different
from that in which our sense-datasensibly appear to us to be
'tound" or "square."
V. Just as I hold that the proposition "There are and have
been material things" is quite certainly true, but that the
question how this proposition is to be analysedis one to which
no answer that has been hitherto given is anywhere near certainly true; so I hold that the proposition "There are and have
been many Selves"is quite certainly true, but that here again
all the analysesof this proposition that have been sugggested
by pbilosophersare highly doubtful.
That I am now perceiving many different sense-data,and
tlat I have at many times in the past perceivedmany different
sense-data,I know for certain-that is to say, I know that
there are mental facts of class (B), connectedin a way which
it is proper to express by saying that they are all of them
facts about me; but how this kind of connection is to be
analysed,I do not know for certain, nor do I think that any
other philosopher knows with any approach to certainty. Just
as in the case of the proposition "This is part of the surface
of a human hand," there are several extremely different views
as to its analysis, each of which seems to me possible, but
none nearly certain, so also in the case of the proposition
"This, that and that sense-datumare all at present being perceived by me," and still more so in the case of the proposition "f am now perceiving this sense-datum,and t have in the
..past perceived sense-dataof these other kinds." Of lhe truth
of these propositions there seemsto me to be no doubt, but
as to what is the correct analysis of them there seemsto me
to be the gravest doubt-the true analysis may, for instance,
possibly be quite as paradoxical as is the third view given
under IV as to the analysisof '"This is part of the surface of a
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